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ABSTRACT 

The current status of the W@DIS information system used for the systematization of spectroscopic data, 
including rovibronic transitions and energy levels, and data sources is reviewed, where the abbreviation W@DIS stands 
for Water Internet @ccesible Distributed Information System. Functionalities of W@DIS are outlined. The primary 
emphasis of W@DIS is on properties of data sources characterizing data quality. Several examples describe the interfaces 
used to create molecular spectral line lists and representation of binary relations between data sources and typical 
individuals of the ontology of information resources, states and transitions. The discussion employs the water molecule as 
an example. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Research into a subject domain involves several steps: collection of facts, construction of subject domain models, 

comparison of the proposed models with those developed by other researchers, and, finally, publication of the models. 
This process raises several questions: (a) is the set of facts collected and generated by a researcher complete; (b) are these 
facts consistent with each other; (c) does the formal language of the model specification enable researchers to build 
adequate subject domain models which represent faithfully the collected facts; (d) are the proposed models consistent 
with those developed by other researchers; and (e) how can access to the results be facilitated. These questions are of 
special relevance in the case of high-resolution molecular spectroscopy, one of the fields of physics and chemistry widely 
used in many applied research areas. 

 
Data sets call for the systematization of information and the design of computer data processing software. 

Implementation of the software implies construction of subject domain models related to the data of interest as well as 
development of the required tools associated with a search for the relevant information resources. In high-resolution 
molecular spectroscopy, such resources are solutions of several related spectroscopic tasks. In quantitative spectroscopy, 
some of the expert data acquired by different research groups1,2 proved to be inconsistent. The consistency among the 
data available and those obtained by different investigators involved in collecting expert data is one of the main tasks 
dealt with not only in spectroscopy,3 but also in other subject domains. 

 
In the mid-2000s, an IUPAC project was launched,4–8 whereby an information system intended for collection of 

all currently available published experimental and theoretical rovibrational data on the water molecule and its main 
isotopologues was built. The information system contains tools for detecting inconsistency between transition 
wavenumbers. There are formal and informal criteria for identifying inconsistent spectroscopic data. The formal criteria 
include selection rules, root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) concerning the difference between the wavenumbers of 
identical transitions, duplicates, etc. The informal criteria imply expert assessment of data quality, like those used in the 
W@DIS information system discussed here. Ontology (logical theory) of information resources for the water molecule 
was built to describe the properties of published solutions to spectroscopic tasks.3 At present two groups of ontologies 
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developed in W@DIS provide descriptions of the state-of-the-art of published data and of transitions and states used in 
water spectroscopy. Note that these ontologies can be accessed via the Internet at http://wadis.saga.iao.ru. Goals of the 
present work within W@DIS are as follows: (a) collect publications on different molecules, specifically, water and its 
isotopologues; (b) provide an import facility of the spectral data describing the results obtained from computer processing 
of the measured and computed data; (c) develop software for the alignment of data relating to solutions of spectroscopic 
tasks;3 (d) build information sources and a few ontologies for quantitative spectroscopy; and (e) assess the quality of the 
complete set of the relevant data. 

 
Among the subjects of an IUPAC-sponsored activity4–8 were the critical evaluation and validation of all the 

measured high-resolution spectra of nine water isotopologues. Utilizing the functionalities of the MARVEL algorithm,9,10 
where MARVEL stands for Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels, the measured transitions and the 
associated energy levels were made fully consistent. During this process a small part of the measured transitions had to be 
rejected and some of the published spectra had to be recalibrated. The results obtained and the lists of the validated and 
rejected transitions and energy values were imported into the W@DIS11 and RESPECTH12 information systems. 

 

The development of the W@DIS information system was motivated in part by the publication of a large number 
of articles about the spectral parameters of the water molecule, including energy levels, transitions and transition 
intensities, and spectral lineshape parameters, every year. These publications contain new data about spectral parameters 
of the water molecule, including a list of more accurately measured transitions. In some instances, the newly published 
data are found to be inconsistent with those presented in previous publications. 

 
W@DIS contains several tools which can be used for spectral data export and import, comparison of the spectral 

data associated with particular spectroscopic tasks, and representation of data properties. Most of the data properties are 
indicative of data quality, i.e., of the validity of and trust in the available expert data. In this work, user interfaces are 
described and computer-generated reports on the quality of spectral data for all isotopologues of the water molecule are 
presented. 

2. THE FUNCTIONALITIES OF W@DIS 
In quantitative spectroscopy, expert spectroscopic data accessible to users are scattered in at least 20 databases. 

The VAMDC project developed a single interface connecting these databases.13,14 Since each database is intended for 
solving a wide range of applied tasks, occasionally, inconsistent transitions, e.g., different wavenumbers with identical 
quantum numbers, are made available to the users. The W@DIS information system considered in this work contains 
one of the databases available in the VAMDC project. W@DIS is designed to provide access to a complete set of 
published spectral data for a number of atmospheric molecules. W@DIS is of interest to experts and one of its main 
functionalities is the high-quality characterization of spectral data. 

 
The information system presented in this work is based on a digital library of publications on quantitative high-

resolution molecular spectroscopy, the associated data sources found in the published articles, and the information 
resources describing the properties of the data sources. The information resources of the system are intended for 
researchers involved in solving spectroscopic tasks by means of graphical user interfaces and ontologies oriented to 
programmable agents. The data manipulation software13 comprises some twenty programs used for importing data 
sources, computing information sources for each of the data sources, searching and presenting the data available in 
W@DIS, assessing trust in expert data according to several criteria,14,15 developing ontologies of information resources 
related to each of the molecules included in the information system and to several spectroscopic tasks,3 and ontologies of 
molecular states and transitions, among which are ontologies of vibrational bands and states. 

 
W@DIS was built in 200616 to accumulate, to provide access to, and to comment upon water transitions 

selected by experts.4–7 Since 2009, W@DIS was supplemented by complete sets of spectral data for other atmospheric 
molecules, including information about twenty molecular species and their isotopologues. Notably, some isotopologues 
(for instance, water isotopologues HTO, TDO, T2O, and T2

18O) are not found in commonly employed expert datasets. 
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Table 1. The number of publications and data sources for the water molecule within W@DIS (VQN and NM stand for 
the vibrational quantum number and normal mode, respectively). Tasks T1-T7 denote different spectroscopic tasks3 (for 
example, T5 is an inverse task whose solution results in line profile characteristics). 
 

 
 

 

3. EXPORT AND IMPORT OF DATA SOURCES 
The work devoted to spectral data of the isotopologues of the water molecule was performed in three steps. First, 

publications produced between 1929−2015 containing observed spectroscopic data about the water molecule were 
collected and systematized, and a notation for quantum numbers was selected to build a W@DIS database. Second, the 
data were imported into W@DIS, and individual and relative criteria for assessing the validity of the data sources of 
interest were chosen. In addition, applications for generation of a list of characteristics of the measured transitions, 
collection of individual and relative properties of data sources were developed and made available to researchers (in 
addition, transitions that fail to satisfy selection rules or different types of binary relations between the data sources). 
Third, investigations were performed to create computer-generated ontologies for information resources, states, and 
transitions. Associated with the imported data sources are the properties of the data sources obtained with the use of a 
special metadata set. The metadata are intended to solve the task of search for information resources in accordance with a 
number of criteria. A key criterion is the validity of collected values of the physical quantities involved. 

 
In W@DIS, data sources are parts of publications containing data about the solution of one of the above-mentioned 

spectroscopic tasks.3 Data source import and export are detailed in a publication of Fazliev and co-workers.17 The data 
distribution statistics for water isotopologues and spectroscopic tasks to be solved are presented in Table 1. More than 
1300 data sources contain energy levels, transitions, and line profile data for the water isootpologues.  

4. A LIST OF SPECTRAL WATER LINES 
A special tool is used to create a list of rovibrational water lines containing measured values of transitions available 

in W@DIS. Figure 1 shows an interface to this tool, which allows for the generation of both a complete list of spectral 
lines and of its individual parts. For example, all transitions are listed which can be found in a given spectral range or in a 
certain vibrational band. The representation of the values of quantum numbers can be changed by specifying the number 
of digits in the menu item entitled “Rounding of vacuum wavenumbers”. It is also possible to choose the type of sorting 
of the rows in the list of lines according to the values of wavenumbers, name of the data source, and the values of the 
quantum numbers. 

 
Further information about the number of transitions and data sources in the generated list of spectral lines is 

available at the top of the relevant table (see Fig.1). A sample list of the spectral lines for the fundamental band of the 
H2

17O molecule is given in Fig. 1. The fragment contains 619 transitions found in 9 data sources, 415 of which are unique. 
As to the list of spectral lines, consistency of the values of the physical quantities retrieved from different data sources is 
of great importance. A more detailed analysis of the inconsistency between the data sources is presented in Section 7. 

Molecule T1 T2 T3 T5 T6 T7 Publications 
VQN NM VQN NM VQN NM NM NM NM T1,T2,T6,T7 T3,T5 

H2O 8 8 4 11 6 26 317 165 34 257 358 
H18OH 3 4 4 8 4 19 62 82 18 97 15 
H17OH 3 3 4 6 4 8 34 60 19 52 5 
HOD 1 2 2 7 3 9 19 113 32 106 20 
H17OD   2 3 2 3 14 13 3 13 0 
H18OD - 1 2 4 2 5 17 31 9 24 0 
D2O - 2 3 4 3 5 9 41 19 89 5 
D2

18O - 1 2 3 2 4 3 7 5 17 1 
D2

17O   2 2 2 3 2 2 1 5 0 
HTO   - 1 - 1  2  9 1 
Total 15 21 25 49 28 83 477 516 140 669 405 
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Measured Transition Multiset

Choice of molecule and other parameters

Molecule

Range of vacuum wavenumbers (cm-1)

H_17OH

0 60000

Choice of vibrational band
(v1,v2,v3)f - (v1,v2,v3)' (i -initial and f - final state) 0 0 0 0 0 0 All bands

Rounding of vacuum wavenumber values
(the number of digits after the decimal point)

Choice of the type of sorting

No rounding J

according to vacuum wavenumber values

according to data source
according to quantum numbers
HITRAN notation

HITRAN notation (bands)

Tabular Representation

In all rows: 619Show 5 rows starting from 398 0 0 0 0 Control I Export

619 transitions from 9 data
sources

The number of unique
transitions 415

Multiset Properties

Vacuum
wavenumbers
(cm-1)

280.7548

Vacuum
wavenumber
uncertainty
(cm-1)

Quantum

NM (v1, v2,

numbers
representation

v3, , Ka,

Jf Kat

of

Kc).

t

states

i -initial

ni

in

v21

normal mode

and f - final state

v3i Ji Ká

Data Source

vlt v2f V31 Ká

0 0 0 9 4 5 0 0 0 9 1 8 1980 KaKy H2 170.190

281.2236 0 0 0 7 4 3 0 0 0 6 3 1980_KaKy_H2_17O.191

281.235 0 0 0 7 4 3 0 0 0 6 3 4 1977 Winther H2 170.35

281.2776 0 0 0 5 4 2 0 0 0 5 1 5 1980_KaKy_H2_17O.192

282.1551 0 0 0 6 5 1 0 0 0 6 2 4 1980 KaKy H2 170.193

 

 

 

Figure 1. Representation of a list of spectral lines, using H2
17O as an example. 

 

5. A COMPUTED DESCRIPTION OF DATA SOURCES. AN INFORMATION SOURCE 
During processing of computer data, the information stored in databases can be represented with different 

structures. In W@DIS, use is made of two groups of data representations. One group describes data sources as parts of 
publications and imported in the W@DIS database. The other group represents particular transitions, states, vibrational 
states and ro-vibrational bands of the molecule. Each data source of the second group is only associated with a set of 
identical transitions (states, …) (ones that have identical values of quantum numbers) and represented in W@DIS as 
individual of relevant OWL-ontology of transitions (see, http://wadis.saga.iao.ru/saga2/ontology/). The properties of a 
data source (resources, transitions, and states) are an annotation or an information source describing states and transitions. 
The properties are chosen so that their analysis allows for the assessment of the quality of the data source. In W@DIS, the 
values of the data properties are computed automatically. The data source and its properties, as well as information 
objects describing states and transitions and their properties, comprise the information source. For the end user, the 
properties retrieved from an information source are represented in W@DIS in tabular form (see Fig. 2). 

 
An information source comprises two groups of properties of a data source, the notation used is explained 
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®Annotation on 2015 -U -06 23:55:53: Primary public source 2005_TaNaBrTeH2170 was uploaded by Fazliev Alexander on
2009-10-08 17:06:26

Substance

Name H17OH

Method

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Reference

M.Tanaka, O. Naumenko, J. Brault, and J. Tennyson, Fourier transform absorption spectra of
H218O and H2170 in the 3v+d and 4v polyad region, Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, 2005,
10.1016íJ jms.2005.07.007, Fourier transform absorption spectra of H218O-enriched and
H217O-enriched water vapor in the 3v + d and 4v polyad region have been analyzed. With the aid
of theoretically calculated linelists, we have assigned 1014 lines attributed to H218O and 836
lines of 855 attributed to H217O. Seven new band origins are found for H217O and one for
H218O.,

Constrains from paper 2009_TeBeBrCa
- December 8, 2008
Forbidden transition
12272.3840000 1200 3 1 0 6 5 2 0 0 0 5 51

- December 10, 2008
Lines incompatible with the variational results:
11929.9138000 400 2 1 1 7 2 6 0 0 8 2 7
11971.0539000 6600 1 3 1 6 5 1 0 0 6 5 2
11984.8573000 2200 2 1 1 5 5 0 0 0 6 5 1
12362.7080000 1000 1 3 1 7 5 2 0 0 6 3 3
12481.5930000 1000 1 1 2 7 1 6 0 0 7 0 7
12483.2502000 1000 1 1 2 6 4 3 0 0 6 3 4
13666.5130000 1000 3 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 3 2 1
13730.9582000 2300 2 2 1 7 5 3 0 0 7 5 2
13931.4920000 1200 301 844 00 743
13934.3082000 1000 301 946 00 845
14395.9773000 1000 1 0 3 7 0 7 0 0 6 0 6

Binary properties of data source studied

Type:
TAbC2v -1

Acoma. (Aoo 4ROd. [Ao1 AROil. lA1dARid, ARyrA,y /N
RMSD, [N -The number of identical transitions]
[The number of identical vibrational bands])

Number gyp?. data sources having identical transitions with the data source
studied [171

Data Source Vacuum Wavenumbers

2.644e+2 [62319.1e -1] [15112.2e -1] [27714.0e -1]

2007_ZoOvShPo_H2_170 1.436e+1 [688]

[15]

2160e -2 [0] [0] [0]

2005_ToNaZoSh_H2_170 1.080e -2 [6]

[1]

2659e+2 [5212.3e -1] [114.4e -3] [5212.3e -1]

2007_MaToCa_H2_170 1.761e+1 [228]

[5]

Calculation /Experiment

Properties of physical quantities (output data)

Wavenumbers (w)

Unit

wmin

The number of transitions

Error

cm-1

11365.4669

14472.4829

[791]

+

Einstein coefficient (E)

Unit S1

Availability

Error

Quantum numbers of transitions

Quantum number notation TAbC2v-1

The number of ro- vibrational bands

TVAbC2v-1 [15]

Total angular momentum (J)

Jmin 0

Jmaz 12

Verification of formal and nonformal constraints (including selection rules)

The number of transitions with unique quantum numbers

The number of transitions with nonunique quantum numbers

The number of unassigned transitions

[773]

[0]

[18]

Results of selection rule verification

The number of forbidden identifications for water
(ka +kat J v J +1)

The number of forbidden transitions
(Ji -- Jt V Jt ±1)

The number of forbidden transitions for water

(Rai - I'I =2n)

The number of forbidden transitions for water (C,,)

(v3, + kai + v3t + kat = 2n)

The number of transitions rejected by experts (formal and nonformal constraints)

The number of transitions that satisfy both types of constraints (including
selection rules)

The number of transitions that fail to satisfy any constraints

 

 

elsewhere.4 The individual properties include information about the  molecule and the measurement technique, a 
reference to the pertinent publication (e.g., 2005_TaNaBrTe_H2_17O20), a list of transitions rejected by experts followed 
by a reference to the publication where the transitions are mentioned, the range of the wavenumbers and the total 
rotational angular momentum, the number of vibrational-rotational bands (and the reference to the list of the bands), a 
notation for quantum numbers, the number of non-unique transitions, the number of transitions without quantum numbers, 
the selection rules (see row v3

f + ka
f + v3

i + ka
i = 2n), etc. The relative properties are summarized in a subtable entitled 

“Binary properties of a data source”. The quantities Δωmax, RMSD, and A00, A10, and A01 are described in Section 7. 
 

 

Figure 2. Tabular representation of the properties of the primary data source 2005_TaNaBrTe.18 
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V4_T1_102_2006_BaTeHaTo_c_H2O
hasMethod DVR3D; hasSubstance H2O; isSolutionOfT1;
haslnputData_MDV3_T1_102_Tl- InputData_MD; hasOutputData_MDV3_T1_102_Tl- OutputData_MD;
date 2009-03-25 18:18:00; publisherfaz; comment Quantum numbers - BT2; label 2006_BaTeHaTo_c_H2O;
hasReference R.J.Barber, J. Tennyson, G.J. Harris, R.N. Tolchenov, A High Accuracy Computed Water Line List - BT2. // Mon.

Not. R. Astron. Soc., 2006, v. 368, p. 1087 -1094

V4_T1_102_T1-In putData_M D
hasAtomicMass 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2006.10184.x;
hasBasicWaveFunction 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2006.10184.x;
hasPotentialEneravFunction 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2006.10184.x

V4_T1_102_T1-O utputData_M D
has uantumNumber MD
V3_T1_102_Qua ntu mNu mbers_M D_for_BT2;
hasEnergvLevel MDV3 Ti 102_EnergyLevel_MD;

E-
V4_T1_102_EnergyLevels_MD
h a s U n it cm-1; hasMinEner. vLevel 0;

hasMaxEner. vLevel 29999.840396;
hasNumberOfEnera Levels 221097

V4_T1_102_Qua ntu mN u mbers_M D_for_BT2
has uantumNumber Tye BT2; hasNumber0 Nonuni ue uantumNumbers 0;
hasNumber0 Unlabeled uantumNumbers 0; has TotalMinAn.ularMomentum 0;
hasNumber0 Unique uantumNumbers 221091; has TotalMaxAn.ularMomentum 50

H20 Transition_QNT
hasSubstanceH2O hasTransition 1933 Gualashvil2O_QNT hasTransition 1986_GuRa_H2O_q(JThasTransition 1991_Toth_H2O_QNT
hasQuantumNumbers QN_NM_QNThasBinaryRelationBlnaryRelation H2O Tnnalt)on_QNT hosNumber0ffronsitions3

1935_Gualashvj20 _T6 Un_Prim_CWT
hasVWN19e9 Gualaahv H20 T6 Un Prim_QNT VWN
hasEinsteinCOeff dent1939_Gualaahv_H20 Un Prim_QNT fC
hasRafaranca 1933 Ouolashv
hasTask_T6 hasMetirod Undafirad hasTypeOfUata Primary

1.991_Toth_H2O_T6_Un_Prlm_QNT
hosVWN 1993 Toth H2O T6 Un Mm_Qt/T_VWN
hotErnsre;nooeffrc;ent 1993 Toth H2O Ti Un_Mm_QNT 6C
hasReference 1991 Toth
haslask_T6hasMethod Undefined hasTypeOfData Prinary

1986 GuRa_H2O_T6_Un Prtm_QNT
tusVWN 1996_0uRa H20 T6 Un_Pnm_QNT V W N
tusEinctoInCooFRdmt1966 OuRa H20 T6 Un_Prim_QNT EC
hasReference1966 GuRa
hasTask T6 hasMethod Undefined hasTypeOlOata Primary

a

1969_Gudahv_1120 T6_Un_Prim_0191T WIN
hasVWN 1557.609174 hastlnit cm-1 hatPtecirion 0.000067

1983_GuehlFtvjl20 _T6_UnPAm_QNT_EC
hosvOlue NULL bastion s-1 hosPreC7tlOn NULL

1991_Toth_ jt20_T6_Un_Prlm_QNT_V WN
haValue 1557.6092 hasUlnh cm-1 hosProdnion NULL

1991_Toth_H20 T6 Un_Prim_QNT EC
hasVofur NULL hasUrit s -1 hosPrecisian MAL

19116 GuRa_100 T6 Un_PAm_QNT VWN
hosVOlee 1557.60955 hasUnit an-1 hosPreclslon 0.00007

1986 GuRa_H20 T6 Un_PAm_QNT_EC
hosVofue NULL hasUNt s-1 hosPrectslonNUtt

QN_NMG_1 0_0_0_0 0 0 U 1_1_1
hnsQuantumNumberType Narmd_Nlode
hasVB V6_NM 0 1 0_ 0 0 0
hasRQNRTNM000-1_01

VB_NM_0 1_0_-_0_0_0
hosV1_Up 0 hotv2 Up l hosY3_Up0
hosV1 tow0 hosV2 tow0 hosV3 LowO

RTNM 0 9.0 -_3_0 1
has) Up 0 has&ó Up 0 hasKc Up 0
has) tow 1 hosKo Low 1 has KÇ !owl

Molecular Spectroscopy
Transition

Mathematical Relations

 

 

6. THE SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION SOURCES, MOLECULAR STATES, AND 
TRANSITIONS 

Many research teams have been dealing with the compilation of spectral data. The amount of data in the collections 
is increasing at an alarming rate, to say nothing of the growing body of information about the properties of the data found 
in these collections. Users choose one or the other collection, or parts thereof, according to a set of properties of this 
collection. This is why the data collections must have an acceptable set of data properties that allow for an automatic 
comparison of collections, thus assisting in making an optimum choice of the collection by the end user. In W@DIS, the 
generation of reports is automated by means of ontologies. The sources of data about publications,17 transitions, and 
states21 that play a key role in the reports are presented. The structure of the sources of information about a data source 
representing data from publication17 and a transition21 are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. 

 
 The OWL-ontologies of information sources, molecular transitions, and states can be found at 
http://wadis.saga.iao.ru/saga2/ontology/.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Structure of an information source describing a data source. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Structure of an information source describing a molecular transition. 
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7. AN ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL DATA QUALITY 
In the present work, the analysis of spectral data quality is focused on the validation and assessment of the trust 

in the data under consideration. This task is divided into four subtasks: (a) creation of lists of spectral lines; (b) provision 
of vacuum wavenumber consistency; (c) formulation of quantitative constraints on the publication criterion in different 
ranges of change of the physical quantities involved; and (d) decomposition of expert data. 

 
In our context the validity of data means their compliance with formal constraints (criteria) obtained from 

molecular models and conditions for consistency of identical parts of data sources. Trust in expert data is assessed in the 
cases where it is possible to use informal criteria. We have formulated a publication criterion,16,17 an informal criterion, 
for the qualitative analysis of trust in expert data, which enables untrusted data to be detected. The questionable data can 
be unpublished data or those exhibiting inconsistency with primary data. Investigators engaged in applied subject 
domains making use of expert spectral data have to check the untrusted data for compliance with criteria accepted in 
associated subject domains. 

 
7.1. The validity of data 

Solving the problem of fitting global data, computing reference energy levels, and constructing expert databases 
generates a need to select valid energy levels and wavenumbers from a list of measured spectral lines. Let us consider two 
groups of criteria that define the validity of spectral data. One group includes constraints obtained from a selection of 
mathematical and physical models for the water molecule. The other group of criteria is connected with constraints 
resulting from procedures used to provide consistency between the measured and calculated characteristics of identical 
molecular states and transitions. 

 
Among the constraints originating from a mathematical molecular model are restrictions imposed on quantum 

numbers of states and transitions. The constraints are validated in W@DIS during data import and generation of an 
information source. Other constraints are requirements for the absence of duplicate states and transitions and of the states 
and transitions described by an incomplete set of quantum numbers. 
 
7.1.1. Binary relations in quantitative spectroscopy 

Another group of criteria describing the consistency of data sources includes the following:22 (a) when a pairwise 
comparison of data sources is performed, the maximum difference between vacuum wavenumbers must be smaller than a 
certain value Δ assigned by the researcher, (b) the RMSDs of vacuum wavenumbers of two data sources must be smaller 
than a certain value δ specified by the researcher, and (c) the disordering factors A00, A01, and A10 must approach zero. 
 
7.1.2. A comparison of ordered data sources 

When analyzing the solutions of spectroscopic tasks, it is possible to derive the required smallness of the 
difference between the physical quantities involved in identical transitions and the desired RMS deviations. This measure 
is not sufficient to provide consistent solutions of the spectroscopic tasks. In a number of physical and chemical subject 
domains, physical quantities describe the states and transitions of complex systems. The set of values of each of the 
physical quantities characterizing a state (transition) can be ordered. In doing so, the sequence of values of a particular 
quantity can be assigned to a sequence of names of the states or transitions (in practice, the names are the quantum 
numbers). In the case where the measured values of a particular quantity for a pair of identical states are different, the 
sequence of states in the two sets of identical states may change. A situation such as this is referred to as the disordering 
effect (the difference between the sequence of transitions or states in a pair of the data sources being compared). The 
difference is indicative of the inconsistency of the data. For example, a comparison of two expert datasets for water 
molecule has revealed that the order is disrupted for more than 700 transitions in the water molecule. 

 
A quantitative estimation of the degree of disorder of the quantum numbers in a pair of data sources can be 

performed in several different ways. Let there be two sets A1 (a1i and qi) and A2 (a2i and qi), containing values of the 
physical quantities ((ai), vacuum wavenumbers, spectral line intensities, etc.) and associated quantum numbers (qi). 
Furthermore, it is assumed that to the set of quantum numbers in set A1 there corresponds an identical set of quantum 
numbers in set A2. Let us arrange the sequences of values of the wavenumbers in an ascending order. The number of the 
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each definite value of wavenumber in ordered sequence is assigned to the relevant quantum numbers. We have defined 
and subsequently calculated three disordering factors. Disordering factor А00 is the minimum number of permutations of 
transitions in one of the data sources required for the sequence of the quantum numbers in one source to be the same as 
that found in the other data source. Let us suppose that the quantum numbers in set A1 are arranged in a proper order. 
Then disordering factor А01 gives the number of pairs (a2i, qi) to be deleted from set A2 so that the remaining identical 
pairs in the two sets are arranged in the same order. Assuming that the quantum numbers in set A2 are arranged in a 
proper order, disordering factor A10 determines the number of pairs (ai, qi) to be deleted from set A1 so that the remaining 
identical pairs in the two sets are arranged in the same order. 
 
7.1.3. Tabular representations of the binary relations between data sources 

Figures 5–7 show interfaces for the representation of the results obtained from an analysis of the binary relations 
between data sources. An interface consists of three parts: (a) an interface for selecting the molecule of interest, type of 
data sources, form of representation, and task associated with the binary relation (Fig. 5); (b) a table containing the values 
of the binary relation for the task chosen and the number of identical transitions (Fig. 6) for all data sources chosen by the 
user, and (c) an interface for the representation of detailed information about the binary relations between a particular pair 
of data sources (Fig. 7). 
 

 
Figure 5. Interface for selecting the molecule of interest and associated binary relations between a pair of data sources. 
A fragment of the table that lists the RMSDs for pairs of data sources is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Data source #163 #162

o 2005_Toth_b_H2O 54 123 2.80e -3, 3
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2 1
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1 2

.:+ 136
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2014ReOuMiWa H2 180 Primary source

L. Regalia, C. Oudot, S. Mikhailenko, L. Wang, X. Thomas, A. Jenouvrier, P. Von der Heyden,
Water vapor line parameters from 6450 to 9400 cm 1,
Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer, 2014, Volume 136, Pages 119 -136,
DOI:10.10161j.jgsrt.2013.11.019, http:// dx. doi. org/10.1016/j.jgsrt.2013.11.019.
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Macko P., Romanini D., Mikhailenko S. N., Naumenko O.V., Kassi S., Jenouvrier A., Tyuterev Vl. G., Campargue A.,
High Sensitivity cw -Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy of water in the region of the 1.5 pm atmospheric window,
Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, 2004, Volume 227, Issue 1, Pages 90 -108,
DOI:10.10161j.jms.2004.05.020.

I Annotation I

IIIII Comparison of the Data Sources

The Number of TransitionsIdentical Ro-Vibrational BandsRMSDAcorn. Vacuum Wavenumbers Ai.

87 2.73e +0 2.92e -1 4 4 1
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1 2 0 0 0 0 38 2.73e +0 4.43e -1 3 1

0 2 1 0 0 0 45 5.80e -3 1.70e -3 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 2 3.00e -3 2.20e -3 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.60e -3 1.60e -3 0 0

0 4 0 0 0 0 1 3.00e -4 3.00e -4 0 0

 

 

 
Figure 6. Fragment of the table summarizing the RMSDs for all pairs of data sources relating to the main isotopologue of the water 
molecule. 
 

 

Figure 7. Tabular and graphical representations of the binary relations between data sources 2014_ReOuMiWa23 and 
2004_MaRoMiNa.24 
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2009 RoGoBaBe

2005_JaScCIhGa

2005_RoJaBaBe

2010 RoGoBaDo

2008 JaScChCr

2013 RoGoBaBa

2011 JaCrArBo

1999 JaArBaBa

 

 

7.1.4. Graphical representation of binary relations between all data sources 
The tabular representation used for an analysis of the binary relations between data sources has one drawback. 

For a large number of data sources, for example, for the water molecule, the table in Fig. 6 is cumbersome, and it would 
take a lot of time to look it up. The help comes from a graphical representation of the results obtained from a quality 
analysis of the data. A plot can be constructed using an ontology of information resources to be employed in molecular 
water spectroscopy. We have used a dedicated software (see Refs.25, 26) for a graphical representation of the binary 
relations contained in the ontology code. Figure 8 is a plot whose edges represent values of the binary relations, while the 
vertices correspond to the primary measured and calculated data sources. The area of a circle representing a data source is 
proportional to the number of transitions it contains. To the large circles lying in the circumference of a larger diameter 
there correspond expert data sources. The data sources containing measurement results аre in the internal circumference. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Plots describing the binary relations between pairs of primary and expert data sources for the water molecule. 
 

The plot shows the maximum calculated difference between the wavenumbers of identical transitions (ΔFi) and 
the RMSDs between the data sources containing identical transitions. The criteria for the consistency of data are of the 
form ΔFi < 0.04 сm-1 and the RMSDs are <0.1 сm-1. The blue arcs are indicative of the fact that the data agree according 
to both of the criteria. The green arcs indicate the fulfillment of inequality ΔFi > 0.04 сm-1 and the RMSDs (A1 and A2) 
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are <0.1 сm-1. The red arcs correspond to ΔFi > 0.04 сm-1 and the RMSDs are >0.1 сm-1. To the expert data sources 
shown in Fig. 8 there correspond nine green circles of larger diameter located closer to the edges of the figure. 

8. SUMMARY 
In the framework of an IUPAC-sponsored project,4-8 a critical analysis of the wavenumbers of nine main water 

isotopologues was performed using a complete set of measured data about vacuum transitions. A great deal of work was 
devoted to the quality assurance of the energy levels and transitions. The resulting set of published data contained only 
consistent wavenumbers. In addition, a set of published transitions rejected by experts was presented, and the reasons 
why part of the data was declined by experts were given.  

 
Subsequently, the W@DIS information system was built to provide data import and export, tabular and graphical 

representations, and quality analysis of spectral data sources for the water molecule. Over the years, W@DIS has become 
a public application for the systematization of published spectral data for a number of molecules, which made it possible 
to provide access for researchers (or programmable agents) dealing with spectroscopic data. The free access is not 
restricted to the data of interest but also involves data properties that allow for quality assessment of published data, states, 
and calculated and measured rovibrational transitions. 

 
Development of the W@DIS information system was motivated by the need for storage and representation of 

primary data sources for the transitions involved in radiation transfer involving the water molecule and of the results 
obtained from a quality analysis of the transitions and reference energy levels computed by means of the MARVEL 
algorithm. The latter application relies on a consistent set of wavenumbers and has been applied to nine water 
isotopologues. 

 
Published computed data for the isotopologues of the water molecule are also stored in W@DIS along with 

measured data. In addition, the W@DIS applications are employed for a critical evaluation of the spectral data for the 
hydrogen sulfide molecule, H2S. The digital library used contains data sources (the data were acquired from the published 
literature on the subject) for more than fifty molecules. Matching the spectral data available in the published sources 
requires a great deal of joint efforts of different research groups. 
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